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Overview
Maximize efficiency and savings with our Cost Analysis solution for Azure.



Harnessing cloud power is crucial for modern businesses, but managing costs can be complex. 
Introducing our Cloud Cost Analysis Dashboard for Azure

 Uncover insights with Azure
 Optimize resource allocation
 Improve operational efficiency.


Gain visibility and accelerate growth with data-driven decision-making.



With our solution, you will gain visibility to your cloud investment and allow for data-driven 
decision-making that’ll accelerate growth.

What will we deliver?
Our Cloud Cost Analysis Dashboard for Azure provides real-time consumption metrics for 
optimizing your investment with Azure.



Our solutions offer customizable metrics presentations including

 Account Overview: Detailed summary of billing month, including charges, purchases, 
overages, and total charges.

 Usage by Subscriptions and Resource Groups: Visualization of historical expenditure by 
subscription and resource group, aiding in budget allocation and resource optimization.

 Usage by Services: Reporting on historical usage categorized by "MeterCategory" field, 
facilitating anomaly detection and decision-making.

 Top 5 Usage Drivers: Summary of expenditure by top 5 "MeterCategory" and their 
corresponding "MeterName" to prioritize cost optimization efforts.

 Windows Server AHB Usage: Visibility into virtual machines using Azure Hybrid Benefit to 
maximize savings through resource reallocation.

 RI Chargeback: Understanding reserved instance (RI) benefits across regions, 
subscriptions, resource groups, or individual resources for better cost allocation.

 RI Savings: Tracking savings from reservation purchases at subscription, resource group, 
and resource levels for maximum cost efficiency.



 VM RI Coverage (shared recommendation): Recommendations for shared-scope VM 
reservation purchases to optimize coverage and cost savings.

 VM RI Coverage (single recommendation): Tailored recommendations for VM reservation 
purchases at the subscription level for enhanced cost-effectiveness.

 RI Purchases: Monitoring RI purchases over specified periods to facilitate budget 
forecasting and optimization.

 Price Sheet: Detailed breakdown of prices specific to billing account or EA enrollment for 
understanding and forecasting costs accurately.

Unlock Cost Efficiency Today.
Unlock your investment potential with Azure by

 Navigating the complexities of cloud expenses
 Providing insights to properly optimize your resources.



Embrace cost management confidently. Contact us to optimize cloud costs.

Why Trusted Tech Team?
At Trusted Tech Team, we prioritize customer-centric technology solutions. As a Microsoft Cloud 
Solution Provider (CSP), we

 Offer reliable expertise, simplifying licensing intricacies
 Simplify digital transformation, allowing focus on core business. Maximize IT investments with 

our capabilities and reliability.
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